graphite conductors with different diameters and lengths enables to vary the value of injected specific energy into the substance (per unit mass of graphite) from 1 to 300 kJ/g. There are two kinds of electric explosion (EE) modes which depend on the value of the specific energy w injected into the conductor: low-energy if w<w s , and high-energy if w> w s , where w s is graphite sublimation specific energy (62 kJ/g).
Fig. 1. RLC-electrical circuit with an exploding conductor:
-capacitor bank, DS -discharge switch, L -inductance, R -resistance, EW -exploding wire (conductor).
The method of electrical breakdown of organic liquids has been implemented on the electrical equipment (Fig. 2) . The electric-discharge reactor is filled out with liquids, differ by degree of hybridization of carbon atoms in the molecule, but with the same number of carbon atoms contained in the ring:  benzene C 6 H 6 -belongs to arenes with sp 2 -hybridisation of carbon atoms in planar ring molecule;  cyclohexane C 6 H 12 -belongs to alkanes with sp 3 -hybridisation of carbon atoms in nonplanar ring molecule. The indicated organic liquids are non-polar dielectrics with a zero dipole moment (Speight, 2004) . The working liquid with colloidal solution of carbon nanoparticles is decanted from the reactor and centrifugated during 0.3-2 hours after series of breakdowns (up to 50,000 pulses). The produced material is exsiccated at the sparing temperatures (up to 500 K) with a purpose to form dry powder. X-Ray data were collected using diffractometer HZG-4 with filtered Cu Kα or Co Kα radiations and standard powder diffractometer with monochromatic Mo Kα radiation (primer pirographite monochromator). Electron microscopy investigations were performed on the high resolution microscopes JEOL JEM-2100F and LEO SUPRA 50VP. Raman spectroscopy analysis was conducted at room temperature on Horiba Jobin-Yvon T64000 spectrometer ( =514 nm), mass spectra -on the high resolution mass spectrometer MX-1320 with field ion source. The magnetic properties were measured by means of the ballistic method in the magnetic field ranged from 0 to 800 kA/m at temperature interval of 77 to 673 K.
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Synthesis of Carbon Nanomaterials Using High-Voltage Electric Discharge Techniques 101 Fig. 2 . Block-scheme of the high-voltage electric-discharge facility and reactor: 1 -charging unit, 2 -pulse energy storage system (capacitor bank), 3 -discharge switch , 4 -discharge reactor with organic liquid.
Phase composition of carbon nanomaterials produced by the method of electrical explosion of graphite conductors

Physical aspects of synthesis of new carbon allotropes by an electric explosion technique
The electrical wires explosion is one of the most powerful techniques for pulse action on a substance that results of rapid transformation of the electric field energy into internal energy of conductor matter. It is a wide used technology for production of metallic nanopowders. Exploding material is subjected to the combined impact of high temperature and pressure (~10 5 K and ~5·10 2 MPa, respectively), electrical and magnetic fields. It was proposed (Kuskova, 2005; Kuskova et al., 2010; Rud et al., 2007 Rud et al., , 2011 to utilize EWE technique for synthesis of carbon nanomaterials in consequence of structural transformations graphite  diamond, graphite  nanotubes or graphite  fullerenes due to heating of graphite rods by powerful current pulse.
The analytical time profiles T(t) and P(t) and phase trajectories at carbon phase diagram should be calculated for different electroexplosion modes of graphite rods to predict the phase compositions of the obtained products. Let us consider the behavior of conductor (graphite rod) at the EE process. It starts from homogeneous heating of solid conductor to melt point. A specific electric conductivity of material changes during melting process and results the change of current flowing through the conductor. Liquid conductor continues to heat holding its shape because the time of the progress of hydrodynamic instabilities exceeds a task time scale (t > 10 -8 c). A pressure inside of conductor has magnetic and gaskinetic components. The system of equations, that simulates the process of heating of a solid cylindrical conductor that expands or liquid conductor which does not undergo phase transformations in an electric circuit with capacity C and inductance L, has the following form (Kuskova, 1997) :
where  -density, -pressure,  -specific internal energy, Т -temperature,  -thermal expansion coefficient,  0 -density of conductor's matter at the initial temperature T 0 ,  0 -specific electroconductivity of conductor's matter at the temperature T 0 ,  -temperature coefficient of electroconductivity, γ -coefficient, -magnetic permeability, B φ -magnetic induction component. The obtained solutions for the system of equations (1) - (7) of solid and liquid phases allow (after exclusion of the time from dependences P(t) and T(t)) to find the phase trajectory of matter in the process of homogenous heating of conductor by powerful current pulse (P, Tterms): 
where k m -coefficient, 1<k m <3; a 0 -initial radius of conductor; m -mass of conductor; с 0 -specific heat capacity at the initial temperature T 0 ; R 0 -resistance at the T 0 ; T m -melting temperature; T b -boiling temperature; 0 -maximum pressure.
Transition to specific characteristics of the matter enables to obtain the following expression of the maximum magnetic pressure:
Further heating of liquid conductor by current pulse leads to its evaporation in the form of explosion. A secondary discharge initiation in the electroexplosion products results the formation of the plasma channel and shock waves generation. Fast expansion of gas-vapor cavity, condensation of electroexplosion products and synthesis of nanosized particles of initial material or new materials takes place after current termination depending on physicochemical properties of the medium and time-energy parameters of electroexplosion. Therefore, the electrical parameters of the experimental apparatus ( Fig.1 ) and explosion conductor required to achieve P, T-conditions of phase transformation can be calculated using the expressions (8)-(11). It is possible to control an explosion process through these parameters and properties of environment media in reactor to produce nanosized particles in different structural state.
Phase trajectories of carbon in process of electroexplosion
At the initial stage of the fast (~1-5 s endurance) elecroexplosion, magnetic pressure in a conductor exceed gas-kinetic one considerably and rise their top values. For so called lowenergy modes of EE (injected into explosion material energy is less than sublimation energy), the value of the maximum pressure in centre of graphite conductor, calculated by expressions (8)-(11) or experimentally measured, does not exceed 20 MPa. According to the phase diagram of graphite, liquid phase does not appear at these P, T conditions but only the partial sublimation of graphite in the form of carbon clusters or graphene sheets occurs. Hence, a lowenergy mode of EE with a current break because of the formation of the nonconductive gasvapor carbon cave should be realized for synthesis fullerenes or carbon nanotubes. The mentioned synthesis occurs after breakdown of hot ionized gas of carbon clusters. For high-energy modes of EE (injected into explosion material energy essentially exceed sublimation energy), the value of the maximum pressure in the centre of the conductor is about 10 GPa that is possible to expense gas-kinetic or reactive pressure. The reactive pressure comes from the evaporation of the wave spreading from the surface into the conductor body and shock waves spreading from the discharge channel at the secondary www.intechopen.com breakdown in an electroexplosion process. Condensation of liquid carbon at these P, T conditions can result in diamond synthesis. The phase trajectories of carbon at phase diagrams for different kinds of graphite conductor electroexplosion (low-and high-energy) can be calculated using expressions (8)- (11) and estimating thermodynamic conditions in gas-vapor cave (Fig.3) . The phase trajectories for central layers of the graphite rod of the high-energy electroexplosion experiments correspond to phase transition graphite  diamond and they are plotted in the Fig. 3 (curves 1, 2). The trajectory 1 matches to immediate phase transition graphite  diamond, what is impossible at conditions this work owing to deficit of capacitor deposited energy injected into graphite rod. The curve 2 corresponds to conditions of the high-energy mode of these experiments when phase trajectory of carbon can be described as sequence of graphiteliquid carbondiamond transitions. For comparison, the phase trajectory of carbon for the low-energy mode, when electric breakdown of carbon gas realizes in EE process without melting of graphite conductor, is plotted in the Fig. 3 (curve 3). It can be seen from Fig. 3 that extreme conditions occuring in a process of low-or highenergy modes of graphite electroexplosion match to diapason of thermodynamic parameters required for high-probability spontaneous formation of new phases of carbon. The synthesized phases at these conditions can possess amorphous, nano-or microcrystalline structure. A size of individual particles strongly depends on parameters of EE process. The produced nanostructures are susceptible to the relaxation in the case of quenching conditions of nonobservance.
Technological conditions of nanocarbon allotropes synthesis during graphite electroexplosion
It makes possible to find a correlation between electrical parameters of experimental apparatus, size and properties of an exploded graphite rod and required thermodynamic parameters for synthesis of new allotropes of carbon. The mechanism for synthesis of diamond and fullerenes is considered below in order to clarify the conditions of their manufacture by EWE technique. The first stage of the synthesis of fullerenes and nanotubes in EE process is a destruction of graphite layered structure on separated graphene sheets containing various defects including broken covalent bonds between carbon atoms which results from fast Joule heating. It leads to the formation of pentagonal cycles in the structure of the graphene sheet required for its folding in fullerene-like cage. Therefore, the injected into graphite conductor specific energy w should be several times lower than sublimation energy of graphite w s . The conditions of partial sublimation of graphite to the graphene sheets and clusters from thermodynamic point of view (P <10 7 Pa, T <5·10 3 K, (dP/dT) 1 <2·10 3 Pa/K) can be realized at a low-energy mode of EE. At the second stage of EE, at the conditions of P10 3 Pa and T2·10 3 K in the fast expanded gas-vapor cave, an assemblage of various clusters into fullerene molecule or graphite sheet folding into nanotube occurs. The synthesis of diamond proceeds in conditions of a high-energy mode of EE and it associates with two stages. The first stage is fast compression of graphite due to pinch-effect (the compression of a plasma filament by the magnetic forces), melting the central part of the conductor and the formation of liquid carbon (P> 10 10 Pa, T> 5·10 3 K, (dP/dT) 2 > 2·10 6 Pa/K). Injected energy W into a graphite rod should be greater than total sublimation energy of the whole sample W s . At the second stage, a fast cooling results in crystallization of liquid carbon in diamond. Given limitations (from above and from below) for the rate of the change of the pressure dP/dT in the central part of the conductor during EE process allow to find a correlation between the phase composition of the CNM synthesized, velocity of the current increase and current density in the conductor. A range at the phase diagram where the exploding substance falls is characterized by both the temperature increased owing to Joule heating and magnetic pressure. It can be estimated for the low-expanding cylinder conductor from the equation (Kuskova, 2005) :
For homogeneous heating of a conductor the magnetic induction Bφ is:
where I -current, -conductor radius, j -current density, -magnetic permeability. The solution of equation (12) is of the form:
where ( ) -pressure at the conductor surface. The rates of change of top pressure (in the centre of conductor at r=a) and temperature in a solid cylinder conductor can be evaluated from the expressions:
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where  -current rise time to the top magnitude, σ -specific conductivity, с -specific heat capacity, -density. From expressions (15) and (16) we get
Based on the pointed out limitations for (dP/dT) 1,2 and the expression (17), the relations between current density and its rate of the rise need to synthesis of diamond (18) and fullerenes (19) can be written as:
where
As the synthesis of diamond from graphite phase is stipulated by high pressure, the rate of the current rise in the conductor is a crucial controlling factor as it is evident from (18). When the current density increases (in a thin conductor), the intensity of heating of the conductor rises as well that results in the sublimation of graphite at a low pressure. Substituting the graphite characteristic values into (18) 
From expressions (18) and (19) approximate relations between the conductor radius a and the capacity of capacitor batteries C can be obtained. Using the sinusoidal dependence of current, which is valid for beginning of phase transformation, allows to find j, dI/dt and their ratio:
Then the synthesis conditions of new carbon phases which are similar to (20) and (21) 
Using expressions (25) and (26) enables to forecast the phase composition of synthesized carbon nanomaterials without oscillographic testing of electroexplosion process.
Structure state and magnetic properties of carbon nanomaterials produced by the method of electrical explosion of graphite conductors
It was theoretically shown in 2.1-2.3 that extreme conditions arising at the electroexplosion of the graphite conductor conform to the thermodynamic parameters of the new carbon allotropes formation. The interaction of powerful current pulses with solid matter occurs at two stages. The first stage is heating, melting and evaporation of the matter in the equilibrium state. The second stage is nonequilibrium processes of ionization and condensation of EE products. Synthesis of new carbon forms can happen at the both stages.
To verify the expressions (25) and (26) obtained in the part 2.3, the EE experiments of highenergy and low-energy modes were performed at the experimental setup ( Fig. 1) with the oscillographic records of current I and voltage U pulses (Fig. 4) . The typical oscillogram for a low-energy mode of graphite electroexplosion with the secondary breakdown of evaporated carbon gas after current pause is shown in Fig. 4a . The high-energy EE mode with melting of the central part of the graphite rod and subsequent electrical breakdown of the evaporated surface layers is given at Fig. 4b . The values of dI/dt and j are estimated at the point of the phase transitions when current has a maximum value.
The experimental results of the synthesis products of graphite electroexplosion are presented in Fig. 5-8 . The synthesis of a diamond-like phase occurs during electrical explosion of graphite at a high-energy mode realized in hexane with the following parameters found from the oscillogram (Fig. 4b) : the injected specific energy w into the conductor >100 kJ/g; the current density j is about 10 9 A/m 2 and the rate of the current rise dI/dt is about 10 10 A/s, and it satisfies to (20). The typical XRD pattern is shown in Fig. 5 . It is clearly seen, that the phase composition of the produced CNM consists of the ordinary graphite and the cubic diamond (space group Fd3m). Further decreasing injected energy to w≈62 kJ/g leads to synthesis of a mixture of ordinary graphite and lonsdalite (hexagonal modification of diamond with space group P63/mmc). According to the condition (26), the further decrease of specific energy injected into the graphite conductor (realization of the low-energy mode, Fig. 4a ) enables to reach the thermodynamic parameters which are necessary for the synthesis of fullerenes and carbon nanotubes during EE process ( P~10 3 Pa, T~ 2·10 3 K). The building of fullerene molecules from carbon cluster or folding of graphene sheets in the nanotubes occurs in the second phase of the electrical explosion in a fast expanding carbon evaporated cave and it depends on the size of the cluster (a higher w reflects to a smaller cluster size). An electron microscopy investigation of CNM produced at low-energy parameters (8 kJ/g < w < 10 kJ/g) shows the presence of nanographite and carbon nanotubes (Fig. 6) . Carbon nanotubes are aggregated at bunches with the diameters up to 20 nm and the length up to 5µm. It is important to note that the separate nanotubes have composite structure and hierarchical organization. In the products of electric explosion of graphite in the hexane, fragments of graphene sheets are present (Fig. 6b) . It was found that CNM synthesized by electric explosion of graphite have strong ferromagnetic properties, typical to ferromagnetic materials (type of nickel). The value of specific saturation magnetization is ~57 A·m 2 /kg at the temperature of liquid nitrogen and 20 -30 A·m 2 /kg at room temperature (Fig. 8a) . The Curie temperature is 425 K (Fig. 8b) . According to the chemical analysis, CNM have less than 2 wt.% (0.5 at.%) impurity of iron due to the erosion of the steel electrodes and the body of reactor during electroexplosion. This amount of iron can provide not more than 10% of the value of specific saturation magnetization which demonstrate CNM. In addition, the Curie temperature of iron T c is 1043 K. Therefore, we can say with reasonable confidence that the magnetic properties of CNM are associated with ferromagnetic condition of carbon atoms but not iron impurities. It should be pointed out that the value of the specific saturation magnetization of this powder decreases in 2 order after 3 year storage on the air. The information about existence of magnetic ordering in CNM, but with a much smaller degree of specific magnetization (on a 2 orders) , h a v e r e c e n t l y a p p e a r e d i n l i t e r a t u r e (Makarova & Palacio, 2006) . At the present moment, there is no general theory that would explain the magnetic properties of CNM. At the extreme conditions of electrical explosion under impact of high temperatures and pressures, the specific electronic state of carbon atoms can result in a ferromagnetic state appearing. In recent years a number of reports of observation of the magnetic ordering in different allotropic forms of carbon, such as in the fullerenes, fullerene hydrides, carbon nanotubes, nanocrystalline graphite and graphene (Makarova, 2004) ; Belavin et al. ,2004; Alexandre, 2008; Yazyev, 2008) are presented. Several possible mechanisms explaining this phenomenon are considering at the present: exchange magnetism perfect crystalline structure containing sp 2 -sp 3 hybridized atoms; induced magnetism; the magnetism caused by structural imperfections in the various forms of carbon (Makarova & Palacio, 2006; Ugeda, 2010) . It is considered that under extreme conditions (such as high temperature and pressure, irradiation by fast particles, laser heating) special types of ordering of carbon atoms or defects in structure of CNM, favorable for the formation of the spontaneous ferromagnetic state, can appear. Such extreme conditions are typical for electroexplosion synthesis methods which can lead to a high degree of defectiveness of the crystal structure and the formation of specific electronic states of the synthesized products that make them ferromagnetic. Fig. 8 . The dependence of specific magnetization (σ) of the graphite explosion products in toluene: a) vs applied magnetic field, b) vs temperature (saturation magnetic field H=10 kOe).
Structure of amorphous carbon synthesized by an electric breakdown of organic liquids technology
Impact of powerful current pulses on organic liquids results in initiation of a zone of high temperatures and pressures, in which a destruction of C-H bonds in hydrocarbon molecules occurs with the formation of nanocarbon in solid state (Rud et al., 2011) . The electric discharge treatment of hydrocarbons was conducted using standard high-voltage equipment (Fig. 2 ) in oscillation regime to realize an electrical breakdown of liquid dielectrics (the injected energies in the range 0.1 -2 MJ/l). The benzene and cyclohexane with the equal amount of carbon atoms and a different degree of their hybridization in the molecule were chosen as working media. The typical oscillograms of voltage and current in a discharge circuit are plotted at the Fig. 9 . The investigations of the products of EBOL synthesis completed by X-Ray diffractometry and Raman spectroscopy testify that they are typical amorphous carbon (Robertson, 2002; Boukalov et al. 2006; Casiraghi, 2005) . The Raman spectra of the amorphous carbon produced from different types of organic liquids are characterized by intensive broad Gand D-bands. The standard positions of D (1350 cm -1 )-and G (1580 cm -1 ) -bands for graphite are indicated in Fig. 10 . It is well known, that AC is characterized by very strong structural disorder. This structural parameter can be calculated from the ratio of intensities of D-and G-bands -I D /I G . It is clearly seen that the value of I D /I G is very large for the both powders that proves a strong structural disorder (Table 1) . Tuinstra and Koenig (Tuinstra & Koening, 1970; Robertson, 2002) have shown that the I D /I G value is inversely proportional to the block size L a along the direction а:
where C( ) is a wavelength-dependent pre-factor.
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Working liquid The two additive broad bands at 1236 cm -1 and 1489 cm -1 are present in the Raman spectrum of the AC synthesized in cyclohexane (Fig.10 ) that indicates the presence of sp 2 -sp 3 bonds and CH groups (Speight, 2004) in the material. There are only low-intensity bands at 1000 -1100 cm -1 corresponding to the C-H vibrations in an aromatic ring in the spectrum of the AC produced by electrical discharge treatment of benzene (Fig.10) . It is associated with the use of benzene as a working medium for synthesis (Robertson, 2002; Speight, 2004) . The data of Raman spectroscopy indicate the amorphous structure of the synthesized powders. The traditional method of the structural analysis of amorphous materials is the method of radial distribution function (RDF) analysis (Elliot, 1984; Egami & Billinge, 2003; Petkov, 1989) . It is based on the relationship between the function of radial distribution of the atomic density (r) and the intensity of coherent X-ray scattering I ce which is expressed in the form of the integral equations:
  where N -is the number of the scattering atoms, F 2 -the atomic factor, i(s)=I ce /F 2 the structure factor, I ce -the coherent-scattered intensity in electron units, s -the diffraction vector, 2θ -the scattering angle, 4 r 2 (r) -the RDF function of atom density. Calculated structure factors (SF) and RDF of AC synthesized by the EBOL technology in benzene and cyclohexane are shown on the Fig. 11 . It is seen that AC produced in the benzene possesses clearly defined graphite-like type of short range order. The position and intensity of the second peak on SF for AC produced in cyclohexane (Fig. 11 , left, bottom) testify to a possible presence of diamond-like type of short range order in its atomic structure. The electron microscopic studies were carried out for more detailed characterization of produced materials. The products of electrical discharge processing of different hydrocarbon liquids are agglomerated powders with an extended surface (S BET ~ 150 m 2 /g) (Fig. 12a) . High-resolution electron microscopy has shown that the individual particles have complex morphology which depends on the chemical nature of working liquid, that is, a carbon source. Thus, the micrographs of the AC, produced by electrical discharge treatment of benzene, clearly show a layered structure with a characteristic distance of ~ 0.35 nm between the individual layers (Fig. 12b) . However, in the case of cyclohexane, the morphology of the particles is more complicated. Fig. 12c shows visible core up to 5 nm in size surrounded by a shell of about 5 layers with an interlayer distance of ~ 0.36 -0. 37 nm. This "core-shell" structure is typical onion-like carbon (Mykhaylyk et al., 2005; Shenderova et al., 2002; Shenderova & Gruen, 2006; ) . It is worthy of note that separated onions are united into agglomerates with external common graphite-like shell. 
Conclusion
The new electric discharge technologies using the methods of electrical wire explosion of graphite conductors and electric breakdown of organic liquids are developed to produce carbon nanomaterials, containing fullerene-like clusters of the C 60 -C 70 , nanotubes, nanodiamonds and amorphous carbon. The phase composition of CNM obtained could be effectively controlled by variation of the energy parameters of the synthesis process and chemical nature of the surrounding medium. A model of formation of different phases of CNM during electroexplosion of graphite is proposed. Carbon nanotubes and fullerenes are formed from fragments of graphene, obtained from explosive fractured graphite, if the injected specific energy into graphite is substantially smaller than the graphite sublimation energy. Nanodiamonds are formed by phase transformation graphite-liquid-diamond, if the injected specific energy into sample is substantially greater than the graphite sublimation energy. It was discovered that the synthesis products have strong ferromagnetic properties. The magnetization value of the synthesized carbon nanomaterials (about the 57 A·m 2 /kg) amounts the value close to that of pure nickel. The structure of amorphous carbon synthesized by electric breakdown of organic liquids technique directly depends from chemical nature of the working medium -source of carbon. The fact of onion-like carbon synthesis by electric discharge treatment of cyclohexane is established. This technology enables to produce onion-like carbon in a large scale at normal conditions.
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